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Please note that this chapter is mostly intended for post processing linear analysis results.  Not all the 

comments made are relevant for crash or non-linear analysis. 

12.1 How to Validate and Check Accuracy of the Result

Finite Element Analysis is an approximate technique.  The level of accuracy of the displayed results 

could be 25%, 60%, or 90% with respect to the experimental data.  The following checks helps in 

reducing the error margin 

FEA Accuracy

Computational Accuracy Correlation with actual testing

1) Strain energy norm, residuals

2) Reaction forces and moments

3) Convergence test

4) Average and unaverage stress 

di!erence

1) Strain gauging - Stress   

     comparison

2) Natural frequency comparison

3) Dynamic response comparison

4) Temperature and pressure 

distribution comparison

Visual check – Discontinuous or an abrupt change in the stress pattern across the elements 

in critical areas indicate a need for local mesh re"nement in the region. 

10 to 15%  di!erence in FEA and experimental results is considered a good correlation

Probable reasons for more than 15% deviation – wrong boundary conditions, material 

properties, presence of  residual stresses, localized e!ects like welding, bolt torque, 

experimental errors etc. 

Computational accuracy does not guarantee the correctness of the Finite Element Analysis (i.e. the 

component may still behave in a di�erent way in reality, than what’s being predicted by the software). 

Correlation with test results or approval of the results by an experienced CAE / Testing department 

engineer (who has worked on a similar product / component over the years) is necessary.   One has to 

distinguish between the FE error due to the quality of mesh and the deviation of the mathematical model 

to the physical problem related to modeling assumptions

XII Post Processing

This chapter includes material from the book “Practical Finite Element Analysis”.  It also 

has been reviewed and has additional material added by Hossein Shakourzadeh and 

Matthias Goelke.
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12.2 How to View and Interpret Results

1) Important rule of thumb: 

Always view the displacement and animation for deformation "rst, and then any other output. Before 

viewing the result please close your eyes and try to visualize how the object would deform for the 

given loading conditions. The deformation given by the software should match with this. Excessive 

displacement or illogical movement of the components indicate something is wrong.

The displacements shown in the plot below is exaggerated to be able to see the results properly. 

The true (scalefactor = 1.0) displacement might not be visible at all due to a very small magnitude. 

Therefore, most of the post processors provide the ability to display scaled results (without actually 

changing the magnitude of the results).

Above is the displacement contour plot where the displacements are scaled by factor 100.

An extremely useful visualization technique is to animate results. This option is also (and especially) 

useful while interpreting results from a static analysis. The animated motion of the model provides 

insight into the overall structural response of the system due to the applied loads (and constraints). 
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2) Check Reaction forces, Moments, Residuals and Strain energy norms: 

Comparing the summation of applied forces or moments and reaction forces or moments, external 

and internal work done, and residuals helps in estimating the numerical accuracy of the results. 

The values should be within the speci"ed limits.  This can be activated by selecting Check > Loads 

Summary (under the OptiStruct UserPro"le).

The following summary table about the applied loads can be output:

Results data such as SPCFORCE etc. must be requested through the GLOBAL_OUTPUT_REQUEST 

(Setup > Create > Control Cards).
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Then, in the corresponding *.out "le the following summary is provided:

3) Stress plot: The location and contour in the vicinity of the maximum stress should be observed 

carefully. Discontinuities, or abrupt changes, in the stress pattern across the elements in critical area 

indicates the need for local mesh re"nement. Commercial software o!er various options for stress, 

like nodal, elemental, corner, centroidal, gauss point, average and unaverage, etc. Unaverage, corner, 

or nodal stress values are usually higher than the average, centroidal or elemental stress values.

4) Which stress one should refer to? If you were to ask this question to FEA experts from di!erent 

companies, nations, or commercial software representatives, and you will be surprised to hear 

di!erent answers; everyone con"dent about the practice that is followed by his or her company 

or software. The best way to understand the output options of a speci"c commercial software and 
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to decide which stress one should be refer to is to solve a simple problem with a known analytical 

answer (like a plate with a hole) and compare the analytical answers with the various options.

Interestingly, if the same results are viewed in di!erent post processors, it would show di!erent 

result values. This is due to the software’s default settings (some software default settings is to 

average the stress while others is to not average, some prefer elemental while other’s nodal, etc.).

Convergence test

In general, increasing the number of nodes improves the accuracy of the results. But at the same 

time, it increases the solution time and cost. Usual practice is to increase the number of elements 

and nodes in the areas of high stress (rather than reducing the global element size and remeshing 

the entire model) and continue until the di!erence between the two consecutive results is less than 

5 to 10%. In the case of application of point forces on a FE model or the application of a boundary 

condition on a node, a high stress value can be observed. Re"ning the mesh around this point is 

not a solution as the theoretical stress value is in"nite.  See also the video of Prof. Chessa about 

“Convergence of Finite Elements” (http://www.altairuniversity.com/general-cae-videos/).

5) Meshing for symmetric structures should be symmetric otherwise the analysis would show 

unsymmetric results (even for symmetric loads and restraints)

In the above "gure stress is higher at one of the hole though the loading, restraints, and geometry 

are symmetric. This is due to meshing that was carried out using the auto meshing option. It created 

an un-symmetric mesh even though an equal number of elements were speci"ed on both of the 

holes.
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6. Importance of duplicate element check:

Always perform a duplicate elements check before running the analysis: Duplicate elements are very 

dangerous and might go undetected (if scattered and not on the outer edge or boundary of the 

structure) in the free-edge check. Duplicate elements add extra thickness at respective locations and 

result in too less stress and displacement (without any warning and error during the analysis).

To check for duplicate elements activate the Check panel  .

By the way, we only talk about duplicate elements, if these elements share the same nodes! Elements 

which lie on top of each other (but do have di!erent nodes) are not duplicated.  Please think this 

de"nition over!

7. Selection of appropriate type of stress:

VonMises stresses should be reported for ductile materials and maximum principal stresses for 

brittle material (casting) components.

For nonlinear analysis, we should pay attention to true and engineering stress.

True stress: is de"ned as the ratio of the applied load to the instantaneous cross-sectional area

With engineering stress, the cross-section remains constant.

Also see http://dolbow.cee.duke.edu/TENSILE/tutorial/node3.html)
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8. Additional questions to ask:

The following questions are also valuable when validating a linear analysis after computation:

Is the maximum stress less than yield stress?

Are the displacements are small w.r.t. the characteristic structural size?

Is there any rotation larger than 10°?

12.3  Average and Unaverage Stresses 

There are various methods for stress averaging, like a simple arithmetic average, bilinear, and cubic 

interpolation (extrapolation in case if nodal stresses are obtained from gauss points). Averaging is

applicable to nodal as well as elemental stresses.

i. Based on nodal stress :

Output at the nodes of each element is available. The average stress at a node is the summation of 

stresses at the common node shared by di!erent elements divided by the number of the elements.

σ
average

 = 0.25 (σ
1

e1 + σ
2

e2 + σ
3

e3 + σ
4

e4) 

where  e1 , e2  , e3  and e4  are the  elements  surrounding  the node.  

ii. Based on centroidal stresses:

Centroidal stress for each element is assigned to each node and the averaged stress value at the

node is computed as per following formula :

σ
average

 = 0.25 (σ
1
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4
)
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12.4   Special Tricks for Post Processing

1. How to avoid wasting printer ink:

A colored plot consumes a lot of ink which is very costly. In the stress contour plot, the color blue 

(low stresses) consumes a lot of ink unnecessarily. Wastage of ink could be avoided by using the 

color white in the color bar as shown below.

2. Adjusting the scale of the color bar: 

It may be helpful to reduce the number of colors and to adjust the legend scale. In this way all 

elements above a certain stress threshold (e.g. yield strength) would be displayed in red.

Elements with stresses below this threshold would then be depicted in a di!erent color, which 

makes it easier to distinguish between “safe” and “failed” areas.

3. Linear superposition of results: 

Say the results for two individual load cases Fx and Fy are already available. Now we need the result 

for a combined load case (Fx + Fy). The regular way to achieve this is to run the analysis by creating 

new combined load case (Fx and Fy applied together).

For linear static analysis, the results could be obtained even without running the analysis via 

(superposition of individual results):

Result for combined load ( Fx + Fy ) = Result for Fx + Result for Fy
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The individual load results could also be combined with an appropriate scale factor like 

3Fx + Fy or 2Fx-0.5Fy.

Is there any advantage in solving load cases individually when actually results are required for 

a combination of loads. Yes! The advantage of solving all the load cases individually is that we 

come to know how the individual load cases are contributing to the combined stress. This helps in 

subsequent corrective action for stress reduction.

Loadstep 1: vertical force. Displacements scaled by factor 30.

Loadstep 2: Displacements scaled by factor 30.
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Supersposition of loadstep 1 and loadstep 2. Displacements scaled by factor 30.

In HyperView loadsteps can be combined by selecting Results > Create > Derived Load Steps from 

the menu bar.  Then select the loadsteps of interest and set Type to Linear Superposition.

Note: Linear Superposition should be applied on Linear Analysis results only.
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In HyperView the superpositioned loadstep is directly accessible from the Results Browser.

 

4. Scaling of results: For linear static analysis, stress is directly proportional to the force. Therefore,

when the force is doubled, the stress is also doubled. Some CAE engineers prefer running the 

analysis with a unit load and then specifying the appropriate scale factor to get the desired results in 

post processing.

5. Jpeg / bmp / ti! format result "les and high quality printouts: Common post-processors 

provide special provisions for stress and displacement contour plots in jpeg, bmp, ti! or postscript 

format "les. Another simple way to achieve this is to use the Print screen command available on the 

keyboard. 

These panels/options allow you to save your screen, panel, user de"ned area or even just icons as a 

"le or directly into the clipboard. Very convenient and very helpful.
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Additionally, while running OptiStruct / Radioss a report is automatically created. The report (html 

format) is located in your working directory (i.e. where the analysis "le & results "les are stored). 
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6. Directional stress, vector plot like xx, yy etc.: 

To know the direction and nature of stress (tension or compression) and for comparing CAE and 

strain gauge results, vector plots are recommended.

Superposition of normal stress (x-direction) contour and vector plot (outward pointing arrows 

indicated tension, inward oriented arrows compression)

7. Two color representation: 

The color red represent stress above the yield strength (i.e. failure) and blue shows safe areas (values 

are conceptual).
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8. Always report maximum stress location:

9. Stress distribution across cutting planes: 

Useful in particular for 3-D elements.  Just activate the corresponding icon   in the side bar 

and de"ne the orientation of the clipping (section) plane.
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10. Graphical display :

To create a graph from within HyperView activate the Measures panel  and add a new 

Measure (Measure title can be renamed, of course). Depending on the kind of information you may 

specify “Node Path”, then select the corresponding nodes. Eventually, click on “Create Cureves …”.

The highlighted nodes represent the selected node path along which the stresses will be plotted in 

a graph.

Naturally, the graph layout can be adjusted according to your needs.
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11. Top and Bottom stresses for 2-D shell elements: 

For 2-D elements, both the top and bottom side (some postprocessors term it as Z1, Z2) stresses 

should be viewed. Cracks originate from the tensile side. VonMises stresses are always positive and 

it’s not possible to know whether the displayed stresses are tensile or compressive. Directional 

stresses like xx, yy, or zz, using the vector plot option, could con"rm the nature of the stress. 

12. Result mapping: 

Residual / process stress consideration: Some software like Deform, HyperForm, etc. calculate the 

process or residual stresses. These stresses could be mapped to a FE model using a special option 

available in postprocessors. Consideration of these stresses during structural, crash, or fatigue 

analysis leads to better accuracy and correlation between the FEA and experimental results.

Animate results (even of a static analysis)

13. How to plot when only a black and white printer is available?

This question might sound funny the "rst time reading it, but this is the reality. Since color plots are 

very costly and there is a possibility of misuse, in many organizations permission is necessary for 

making color plots. But there is no restriction on black and white prints i.e. contour plots are based 

on di!erent gray colors.

In practice, the legend color are edited. A start color (white) and a end color (black) is de"ned, then 

the intermediate colors are automatically determined through “Interpolate” .
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12.5  Interpretation of Results and Design Modi"cations 

Based on stress and displacement contours

First step is to observe the locations of the maximum displacement and maximum stress.  Also, the  

locations of minimum displacement and minimum stress should be found. 

A general rule to reduce the stress or displacement is to provide a connection (using ribs or sti!eners) 

between the maximum stress or displacement location and the minimum stress or displacement 

location. 

 Using strain energy plot for modi"cation

One of the tools used for suggesting modi"cations is based on the elemental strain energy plot. Strain 

energy is elastic energy stored in the element, de"ned as ½ stress*strain*volume.  Modi"cations in 

the region of the maximum strain energy (such as increasing the sti!ness, addition of material, etc.) 

is recommended while low strain energy areas are good for providing bolted or welded joints or 

material removal from an optimization point of view.  
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Failure is at sharp corner

Suggest radius and smoothening

Recommended (priority 1)  Shaft with sharp corners failing

F

Not recommendedRecommended (priority 2)

Rounded corners are recommended instead of sharp 

Original Recommended

If failure is at radius – increase radius 

Original Recommended
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If failure is at hole say elliptical - rotate it by 90 or try with circular shape of the hole 

Original Recommended

Load is not distributed among bolts – rearrange bolt position :

σ = 972N/mm2 σ = 758N/mm2

In the above plot, the top bolt is taking most of the load while the bottom one is not e!ective from a 

design point of view.  Rearrangement of the bolts along the horizontal axis would reduce the stresses 

without any additional cost.  

If the object is #exible (large deformation)  - add ribs / sti!eners 

Introduction of a rib or sti!ener reduces the stress as well as the displacement signi"cantly. 

Additional support / "xing point 
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Consider a simply supported shaft (say it is located in a gear box or clutch housing).  The addition of 

an extra support (bearing) would reduce the stress.  Also, it results in a higher natural frequency and 

might help in the reduction of noise.  

Increase area moment of inertia 

To reduce the stress and displacement. Sometimes just reorientating the cross section also work very 

well.  For example : 

Not recommended 

F

Recommended 

Selection of appropriate cross section

A closed section (rectangular) is generally recommended over a C- section. In particular when the 

loading is not symmetric.   The selection depends on the design concept.  For example, in civil 

engineering, the thin-walled sections are very common because of the ease of use.

Not recommended Recommended

Try for symmetric and stable (self balanced) design 

Side support, not recommended 

F
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Increasing load transfer (contact) area 

Two casting parts in contact – due to a  surface "nish, the area of the contact is small and results in 

less life. 

Machining of contact surfaces in the above casting parts prior to assembly would give a better 

fatigue life (due to increased contact area).

Spot weld is stronger in shear– reorient welding in the case where failure is reported

Not recommended Recommended

F F

Spot welds are stronger in shear and weak in normal (tension, compression, bending) loading.  Many 

times just rearranging the spots (say orientation of the spot is changed by 90 degree) works well and 

solves the problem.

Arc weld stress could be reduced by increasing contact area between two joining parts

The following two cylinders (yellow and green) are welded at the inner and outer side. 
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A slight press "t (or interference "t) between the two cylinders prior to welding can increase the life 

substantially (without the press "t, all the load would be transferred to the weld, while press "tting will 

increase the load transfer area and reduce the stresses at the weld). 

Avoiding arc welding for sheet metal parts having a thickness <  0.8 mm. 

Spot welds should be used for such cases.

Introduction of favorable residual stress 

Shot pinning,  nitriding, @ame and induction hardening, and cold rolling induce favorable residual 

stress and increases the life of the component. 

Keeping the design simple and restricting the number of parts 

The general rule of thumb is that a single piece part has a higher strength than the same geometry 

produced by combining many small parts than one bolted and welded joints.  When the product is 

in the design phase, a one piece suggestion is recommended.  But when the product is already in the 

"eld and it’s a case of failure analysis, then patching up the work by the addition of ribs or sti!eners 

is recommended. A one piece design and changes for such a situation would mean throwing away 

existing dies, jigs, and "xtures, and thus a major tooling changes which is quite costly and time 

consuming too . CAE engineer should adapt a @exible approach and suggest the best feasible design 

modi"cation, while taking in to account the cost, strength, and manufacturing ease.   

Increase thickness 

Increasing the thickness should be the last option as is costly as well new dies are required (if it is 

increased beyond the capacity of existing ones).

High strength material for highly stressed component 

The higher strength material could be an option when failure occurs.  Changing the material will 

not require rerunning the analysis for stress (in case of linear static analysis) and a decision could be 

taken just by comparing the maximum stress value with the yield / ultimate strength of the material.  

Higher strength materials are costly and should be considered only when other options are not giving 

satisfactory results. 

Low strength material for an over designed components 

When the magnitude of stress is far below acceptable limit, a low strength material could be 

suggested. For example existing material is cold rolled (high strength) and reported stress magnitude 

is well below yield stress (and endurance limit), hot rolled material has low strength as well as low cost 
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and could be suggested for cost reduction.   

12.6 CAE Reports

Documentation and proper data storage or backup after the completion of the project is essential and 

should not be avoided. 

After completion of the project, the following documentation is recommended.

A) 2 hard copies of the report (precise and to the point short report)

B) Power point presentation

C) Animation "les

A. Hard copy : 

CAE report should include : 

Page 1: Title or Front page of report : The title of the project, a nice small "gure of the component, 

a report number, date of submission, name of customer, name of analyst, company name, address, 

contact details of the analyst. 

Page 2: Summary (maximum 1 page) of the project :  A summary should be written in simple 

language (avoiding core technical terms) clearly stating the objective of the analysis, conclusion and 

recommendations. It is meant for managers, decision makers and team members involved in the 

project who either do not have suKcient time to go through the complete report or are not familiar  

with FEA terminology. 

Signature of CAE engineer : The CAE engineer should sign the report, preferably on the page of the 

summary. This shows that he is taking responsibility of whatever has been written in the report.

Page 3 and onwards : FEA technical report – 

i.  Aim / scope of project

ii.  About component / assembly, basic design details , functionality etc. 

iii.  Methodology or strategy of analysis 

iv.  Mesh details, quality checks, connection details with appropriate plots

v.  Material properties

vi.  Boundary condition details with separate "gure corresponding to each load case

vii.  Tabular results for various load cases, various iterations/modi"cations etc. (preferably in 

*.xls sheet)

viii.  Result plots

ix.  Figures clearly showing recommendations/suggestions/modi"cation to the original 

design.

B) Soft copy : 

Power point presentation : Nicely prepared power point presentation, brie@y covering all of the 

above points should also be submitted along with the hard copies and animation "les. Power point 

presentations are required for project presentation by the CAE engineer, group leader, and managers.
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C) Animation "les :

Animation or movie "les are very useful in understanding the deformation as well the variation of 

stress. Also it could be opened easily on any PC without the necessity of having a FEA software license 

at the customer end. 

Loading Model Files

The open architecture of HyperView allows for loading and viewing result "les obtained from several 

sources. Based on the solver type of the "les and the results you would like to visualize and analyze, 

there are di!erent ways to load the input deck and their corresponding results into HyperView. This 

chapter guides you through the various ways you can load your "les and the various tools available 

for viewing the model according to your interest.

To access the Load Model panel:

Open Model button   from the Standard toolbar.

or

File > Open > Model

The Load Model panel allows you to load the result "les along with the model "les. If the result "le 

already contains the model de"nition, it is not a requirement that you load the model "le along with 

the results. However, when only result "les are loaded, the component de"nitions such as name and 

color are not preserved. The solver de"nition for component names along with the default color 

settings is loaded. You can also choose to load only a model or result "le.

 

There are a couple of options in this panel: Overlay, Result math template, and Reader Options.  The 

Result math template option allows you to select a template to be loaded into the Derived Result 

panel.  The options are Standard, Advanced, NVH, Composite or None.  The Reader Options button 

opens a window where di!erent options can be speci"ed for the di!erent results readers.

 Activating the Overlay check box in the panel allows you to load multiple models and their results 

into a single window. You can then set the active model in the window from the Results Browser.  This 

is done by selecting the model from the model list in the Results Browser:

12.7  Post Processing in HyperView 

Loading Model Files
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Supported Solver Result File Formats

The following solver result "le formats are supported by HyperView:

HyperMesh results (RES) "le Hyper3D (H3D) "le

Altair FLX "le Altair MRF "le

ABAQUS ODB "le NASTRAN OP2 "le

LS-DYNA D3PLOT and PTF "les ADAMS GRA and RES "les

ANSYS RST and RTH "les DLM or LS-DYNA DYNAIN "les

FEMZIP DSY "le DYNA DB "le

MADYMO KIN3 (KN3) and FAI "les MARC T16 "le

NIKE3D N3PLOT "le OptiStruct OP2 "le

PAM-CRASH DSY "le RADIOSS A001 "le

DADS BIN "le Mold@ow UDM "le

Universal UNV "le

In addition to the solver result "le formats supported through direct readers, HyperView supports 

additional solver formats via result translators. 

Contour Plots

A contour plot generates color bands on the model, based on the values found in the results "le.   A 

contour plot can be created from tensor, scalar, vector, or complex results. There are two di!erent ways 

to contour results in HyperView; the Contour panel and the Results Browser.  There are advantages 

to using each tool.  Below an in depth look at each tool is shown and the advantages are discussed.

The Contour panel

The Contour panel allows you to contour a model and graphically visualize the results.  In the Contour 

panel you can view vector, tensor, or scalar type results.  To access the Contour panel either click the 

Contour panel button   on the Results toolbar, or select Results > Plot > Contour from the menu 

bar.

Contour Plots
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This panel, like most panels in HyperView, works from left to right.  First the Result type is de"ned, 

then the Selection and Resolved in system is selected, and "nally the Averaging method is de"ned.  

After these setting, the display and legend options are de"ned.  

Result type

From the drop down menus under the Result type "eld, vector, tensor, or scalar result types are 

selected.    First the Result type (Displacement, etc) is selected, then the Component of the Result 

type is selected (X, Y, Mag, etc).  There is also an option, Entity with layers, that allows you to display 

a contour for a speci"ed element layer when a layer de"nition is available for an element.  The "nal 

option available under the Result type heading is the Use corner data checkbox.  This option is 

only active when corner data is available in the results "le.  When this option is selected, HyperView 

displays color bands by interpolating available corner results within each element.  This allows for a 

discontinuity of the result distribution across element boundaries to be seen.

Selection

Next the selection on which the contour should be applied is selected.  Before creating a contour plot, 

you may pick one or more entities from the model.  You can do this by picking entities directly from 

the screen, using the quick window selection, or clicking the Elements, Components, or Assemblies 

input collector and using the extended entity selection menu.  If no selection is made, the contour will 

be applied to displayed components or elements by default.

Resolved in

This drop-down menu allows you to select the result coordinate system to be used to contour the 

results.  The available options are dependent on the current selection for the Averaging method.  You 

can select the global, element, or analysis coordinate system as well as a user-de"ned system.  

Global System: Transforms to the global system.

Elemental System: Transforms results to the element coordinate system.  In HyperView, the 

element coordinate system is de"ned by element connectivity.

Analysis System:  Displays the vector and tensor results as they are output from the solver.
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User System:  This option is available when the results "le contains a user-de"ned coordinate 

system.  The System input collector is enabled when User System is selected.  Select a system 

by ID or pick from the screen.

Averaging Method

Nodal averaging of elemental results is available in HyperView.  Nodal averaging of elemental results 

at a node refers to the average of all the element corner results passing through that node.  If no corner 

results are available for an element, centroidal results will be used to calculate the nodal average.  In 

the example below, four elements are passing through Node 400.  The average results at Node 400 is 

equal to:

There are four options for the Averaging Method within the Contour panel; None, Simple, Advanced 

and Di!erence.

None: No averaging method is used.  The contour color will be displayed in element-based results, a 

solid color for centroidal results, or multiple color bands within an element.

Simple: Simple averaging means that tensor and vector components are extracted and the invariants 

are computed prior to averaging.  For components, the corresponding components from each 

element corner are extracted and then they are averaged.  For invariants, the corresponding invariants 

are calculated from each tensor at the element corners and then averaged.

Advanced: Advanced averaging means that tensor (or vector) results are transformed into a consistent 

system and then each component is averaged separately to obtain an average tensor (or vector). The 

invariants are calculated from this averaged tensor. The consistent system can be the global or the 

user-de"ned system for solid elements.

Di!erence:  The nodal di!erence is the di!erence between the maximum and minimum corner 

results at a node. For tensor/vector components, the corresponding components from each element 

corner are extracted and the di!erence is calculated.  For invariants, the corresponding invariants 

are computed from each element corner and then the di!erence is calculated.  The sign of a value is 

considered in the di!erence calculation.  For example, the di!erence for the values, 200, 400, -100, and 

-500 is 900.

There are several additional options in the Contour panel.  Please refer to the online for these 

additional options.
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The Results Browser

Within the Results Browser there is the Result View.  The Result View   shows a hierarchical view of 

available results for the current load case.  The result types are grouped by their type, and are broken 

up into Scalar, Vector, and Tensor folders.  You can expand the folder to see all of the details for 

each result type.   For example, each of the Scalar, Tensor, and Vector folders are expanded to see 

the Result Type within the folders.  By selecting one of those Result Types (for instance, Stress), the 

di!erent Components are shown:

 

To apply a contour plot using the Results Browser, simply click on the icon to the left of the result 

to be used for the contour.  For example, in the plot below, the vonMises component for Stress is 

contoured.
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Viewing Deformed Shapes

The Deformed panel allows you to specify parameters for deformation display.  You can use this 

function to see the motion of your model after analysis.  You can display the original structure and 

the deformed shape to see the total amount of movement, or view the deformed shape by itself.  You 

can also create an animation sequence of the structure’s movement that shows the motion of the 

structure in a series of frames, based on what the analysis code has predicted the model will do.

To access the Deformed panel:

Deformed panel button   on the Results toolbar.

Results > Plot > Deformed 

The "rst step in the Deformed panel is to de"ne the Deformed shape.  This includes de"ning the 

Result type and Scale factor to be applied.  The Result types available in this panel depend on the 

result "le that was imported.  For example, all result "les have Displacement (v) loaded as a Results 

type, but Radioss (bulk data)/OptiStruct also have Rotation (v), Eigenvector (v), and Shape change 

(v) available.  

Viewing Deformed Shapes
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Once the Result type is determined, the Scale needs to be assigned.  The Scale can be set as a Scale 

factor. Model percent, or Model units.  A Scale factor multiplies the displacement to produce the 

deformed shape.  This option is available for all animation modes.  When the Model percent option is 

used, the deformed shape of the model is scaled, so that the maximum deformation of the model is 

displayed as a speci"ed percentage of the current model size.  The model size is the diagonal length 

of the axis-aligned bounding box which contains all model geometry.  This is only available for modal 

and linear static animation modes.   The "nal option, Model units, has the maximum value in the 

results displayed as the number of model units de"ned.  This option is also only available for modal 

and linear static animation modes.

Next the Type of scaling to be done is selected.  The two options are Uniform and Component.  

Uniform allows you to enter a single value into the Value "eld which is used to multiply each 

component (X, Y, and Z) by the same value.  The Component options allows you to specify di!erent 

scale factors for X, Y, and Z.  To eliminate the movement in a direction, specify 0.0 in the component 

"eld for that direction.  

Once the Deformed shape has been speci"ed, the Resolved in system is selected.  The Resolved in 

drop down menu allows you to select the result system in which you want to display the results.  The 

available options are:

Global System:  Transforms vectors into the global coordinate system.

Analysis System: Displays the vector results as they are output from the solver.

User System: Transforms vector results into a user de"ned system.  This option is available 

when the results "le contains a user de"ned coordinate system or a system has been created 

in HyperView.

Once the Deformed shape has been de"ned, the options for the Undeformed shape can be set.  The 

Show option sets how the Undeformed shape should be displayed:

None: The deformed shape is not shown.

Wireframe:  The deformed shape is shown in wireframe mode.

Edges: The edges of the deformed shape are shown.

Features: The features of the deformed shape are displayed.

The Color of the undeformed shape can also be de"ned.  When Component or Mesh Lines is selected, 

the default colors are automatically applied to the undeformed shape.  When User is selected, you can 

click the color button and select a di!erent color for the undeformed shape.
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Querying Results

The Query panel allows you to view and export properties, as well as other information, for all nodes, 

elements, components, and systems contained in the active model.  The Query panel can be accessed 

using the   icon in the Results toolbar or by selecting Results > Query from the menu bar.  

 

Nodes, elements, components, and systems can be selected to be queried.  Depending on the entity 

type selected, di!erent properties can be selected to be queried.   Once the properties are selected, 

the entities can be selected by either graphically selecting them or using the extended entity selector.  

The table is populated as each entity is selected.  To clear the table, the Clear Table button is selected.  

The Export… button is used to export the data in the table to a .csv "le.

In order to query results, a contour, vector, or tensor plot needs to be applied to the model.  Once a 

plot is created, the available properties for querying will appear in the property list.  Also, by selecting 

the … after the entity selector, a full list of the properties available is opened.  For example, the image 

to the left shows the properties available before a contour is applied, while the image to the right 

shows the properties available after the contour plot is created:

     

Notice how additional options are available for querying the contour results (Contour(Displacement) 

and Contour Resolved-in System).  Another thing to note is that if the result type is nodal based, then 

the properties to query the results will only appear when Nodes are selected.  The same is true with 

Querying Results
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elemental results only being available when elements are selected.  For a full listing of the available 

properties in the query panel, please refer to the Online Help.

Once the model has a contour, vector, or tensor plot applied, you can also access the Query panel 

directly from the Contour, Vector, or Tensor panel by clicking on the Query Results button located 

on the right side of each panel: 

Post Prcoessing Tips and Techniques using HyperView

The FEM run went through – you may think that everything must be ok now. This is quite a 

dangerous conception—be careful.

To begin post processing, in the HyperWorks Desktop Version split the screen: 

and then activate the client HyperView.

12.8  Post Processing  Tips and Techniques using HyperView
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 After reading in the results "le (for example, *.h3d) have a look at the global displacements.

Activate the icon   and specify the Result type: as Displacement. 

Ask yourself: 

Are the displayed magnitudes reasonable? 

Magnitudes in the order of e.g. 10e5 indicate that the model is pursuing a rigid body motion 

—> constraints are erroneous.

Check the constraints in some detail.

Ask yourself:  Is the “response“ of the model “correct“? 

  

Tip: Animate your results—even though it was a static analysis, and check the global and local 

(where the constraints are placed) model behavior.

 Another helpful check related to likely mesh e!ects is carried out by plotting element stresses (not 

averaged).  “Severe“stress that jumps across elements (as opposed to across material boundaries) 

typically indicates that the mesh needs to be re"ned.  This is depicted in the image below on the 

right.  The stresses are changing signi"cantly across two elements (from red to green). In the image 
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below on the left, transition is much smoother. 

 

Another mesh e!ect that becomes apparent is the stress pattern.  In the image above on the right, 

the stress pattern is not symmetrical, despite the symmetrical model (and loading). This is imposed 

by the “distorted“ quad and tria-elements.

Note: FEM programs do not check whether the input data are meaningful. For instance, there may 

be typos in the Young‘s modulus, element thickness, magnitude of your loading, wrong constraints, 

mesh “mistakes“, etc. As long as the FEM can solve the equations — you will get a result, regardless 

sof whether it is correct or not.

Any likely mesh related e!ects may be visualized by creating a Di!erence Plot i.e. plotting the 

di!erence between the maximum and minimum corner results at a node.

In the image below the maximum nodal di!erence values are depicted. In the coarse mesh (right) 

the nodal di!erences are high, indicating an unsuitable mesh.  
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General Remark: FEM programs do not check whether the input data are meaningful. For instance, 

there may be typos in the Young‘s modulus, element thickness, magnitude of your loading, wrong 

constraints, mesh “mistakes“ etc. As long as the FEM can solve the equations — you will get a result, 

regardless of whether it is correct or not.

 

Recommended Reading

 

To view the following videos and tutorials, you "rst need to register at the HyperWorks Client Center 

using your university E-Mail address.   Once you have a password, log into the Client Center and then 

access the videos and tutorials using the links below.

Recommended Tutorials:

These tutorials can be accessed within the installation inside the Help Document.:

From the menu bar select Help > HyperWorks Desktop > Tutorials > HyperWorks Tutorials > 

HyperWorks Desktop >  HyperView.

Tutorials can also be accessed within the Online Help which can be accessed using the links below.  

12.9  Post Processing  Tutorials and Videos
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You will need to log into the HyperWorks Client Center to access these tutorials online.

HV-1000: Loading Model Files

HV-1010: Using the Animation Controls

HV-3000: Contouring Results

HV-3100:  Viewing Deformed Shapes

HV-4000:  Querying Deformed Shapes

Recommended Videos 

Product Videos (10-15 minute; no HyperWorks installation required)

HyperView/HyperGraph 10.0 New Feature Overview

HyperView/HyperGraph 11.0 Overview

Results Browser 

Result Math Overview

Contour plots, Animation

Webinars 

HyperView – by Prof. J. Chessa, Texas (Video)

HyperWorks 11.0 Rollout Webinar Series - Post-Processing (HyperView/HyperGraph) 

HyperWorks 10.0 Rollout Webinar Series: Post-processing (HyperView, HyperGraph & 

HyperView Player)


